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Abstract. Amphibian secretion is an important source of bioactive molecules that naturally protect the skin against noxious
microorganisms. Collectively called antimicrobial peptides (AMPs), these molecules have a wide spectrum of action, targeting viruses,
bacteria and fungi. Like many membrane and secreted proteins, AMPs have cleavable signal sequences that mediate and translocate
the nascent polypeptide chains into the endoplasmic reticulum. Although it is accepted that the signal peptides (SPs) are simple and
interchangeable, there is neither sequence nor structure that is conserved among all gene families. They derived from a common
ancestor but developed different traits as they adapt to distinct environmental pressures. The aim of this study was to provide an
overview of the diversity of SPs of the frog, taking into account reported cDNA sequences and the evolutionary relationship among
them. We analysed more than 2000 records that reported the relative abundance, diversity and evolutionary divergence based on the
peptide signals of frog AMPs. We conclude that the physical properties of the sequence are more important than the specific peptides
in AMP SPs. Since there is significant overlapping among related genera, differences in secretion from different peptide types should
be regulated by additional levels, such as posttranscriptional modifications or 5-UTR sequences.
Keywords. antimicrobial peptides; signal peptide; diversity.

Introduction
Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are an essential part of
the innate immunity of organisms and display activity
against a wide range of microorganisms. Based on their
potential use in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology
industry, there has been a rise in medicinal peptide patent
applications and developmental work (Uhlig et al. 2014).
Particularly, many amphibian species have been studied
and more than 1000 skin-frog-derived peptides have been
screened for a wide diversity of applications, demonstrating activities such as anticancer (Wu et al. 2014), insecticidal (Smith et al. 2011), chemotactic (König et al. 2015),
antioxidant (Guo et al. 2014), wound healing (Gallo and
Huttner 1998) and protease inhibitor (Miller et al. 1989).
AMPs typically display a tripartite structure. In modern
frogs, the N-terminal region has a 22-residue conserved

signal peptide (SP), followed by an acidic propeptide
domain (16–27 residue) and a hyper-variable C-terminal
domain containing the biologically active peptide. It is
encoded in a single locus, spanning two exons separated
by an intron that can range from several hundreds to over
a thousand bases. The first exon encodes the SP, while
the second encodes the acidic region and the mature peptide. Depending on the genus, the whole structure could be
duplicated in tandem or scattered throughout the genome
(Amiche et al. 1999).
SPs are found in the N-terminal end of secreted and
membrane protein precursors of eukaryotes and prokaryotes, and they mediate the targeting of the nascent
polypeptide chains to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER).
A protein complex, the translocon, identifies the SP and
transports the polypeptide to the ER. The SP is cleaved
in the process and the peptide is exported outside the cell
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by the secretory pathway (Lodish et al. 2000). While SPs
of different proteins share low sequence identity, they also
have a tripartite structure: (i) a hydrophilic N-terminus,
(ii) a hydrophilic core and (iii) a more conserved region
that ends with cysteine (Cys) (Hon et al. 2009). In frog
AMPs, there is no certainty whether the SPs have a specific peptidase for secretion or whether they follow an
ER-independent pathway.
From a practical point of view, a better understanding
of the diversity of SPs would lead to a more efficient
screening by molecular techniques. These complement
conventional methodologies such as liquid chromatography and others that infer the peptide sequence from the
mature peptide (Csordas and Michl 1969). Cloning and
DNA sequencing allow the identification of the complete
AMP pre-propeptide by directly examining the mRNA,
providing unambiguous sequence assignments. A common practice is to perform the 3 RACE amplification with
primers that match the 5 -UTR or the SP region (Nicolas et al. 2003). In this case, the presence of polymorphic
regions is a concern for researchers when designing specific primers. Degenerate primers are required to recover
the diversity of products at expenses of sensitivity.
In this study, we performed an overview of the SP regions
of amphibian skin AMPs. The main objective of this study
was to analyse their sequences and report frequent motifs
to provide useful information for bioprospecting AMPs.

Materials and methods
SP dataset

Complementary DNA sequences corresponding to
complete prepropeptides of skin AMPs from amphibians were downloaded from the NCBI (http://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/). In both cases, the words ‘cDNA’,
‘antimicrobial peptides’ and ‘frog’ were used as search keywords. The search comprised a period that extended from
1988 to the beginning of 2017. Curation of sequences was
performed according to the following criteria: exclusion
of sequences that were obtained with primers that overlapped the SP region (the source article was examined when
available), data redundancy and incomplete sequences.
Sequence alignment was performed at the nucleotide level
using the MUSCLE algorithm of the mass package of R
(Edgar 2004).
Diversity description

Total compiled and manually curated SP sequences were
analysed. The SP region was defined as the first 22 amino
acid residues that usually end with a Cys (Neobatrachia).
In the case of sequence descriptions that stated otherwise
(primitive frogs), or sequences that did not end with a Cys,
the length was based on published data (if available) or the
SignalP 4.1 algorithm (Petersen et al. 2011). The variation

of SP nucleotides was described with basic statistics using
the Poppr packages from R software (Kamvar et al. 2014).
This included the Simpson index, a common diversity
measure that estimates the probability that two entities
taken at random represent the same type in a specific
database. We used the Shannon–Wiener index for SP
genotype variability, a measure of uncertainty of information (H) (Morris et al. 2014). The analysis of diversity
among individuals, genera and families was performed
by the analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) using
the amove.ppoppr function with the following parameters:
positive clone correcting, distance matrix by raw pairwise
distances and farthest neighbour clustering. For test significance of the results, we performed a randomization test
that permutes the samples (Excoffier et al. 1992). Following which we performed discriminant analysis of principal
components (DAPC), a method specifically designed for
genetic data to find the best discrimination of individuals in predefined groups to provide a visual assessment of
genetic differentiation and allele contribution. We used the
ade4 package for cross-validation of DAPC using varying
numbers of principal components (PC), setting 300 as the
maximum number of PCs, training set to 0.9 of the sample
and 30 repetitions.
SP alignment and consensuses

Sequence alignment was performed using the MUSCLE
algorithm from the mass package (R) (Edgar 2004). DNA
consensuses of families were obtained using the Biostrings
package (Pagès et al. 2017). The output was uploaded
to the CIPRES (https://www.phylo.org/) (Miller et al.
2010) portal and the best tree was built using the maximum likelihood method (RAxML v8 algorithm using a
GTR+Gamma nucleotide substitution model) and Bombinatoridae as the rooted branch. Analysis of records of
the whole dataset was performed by maximum likelihood
analysis and the model selection was calculated by neighbour joining analysis. Graphical representation of trees
was performed using MEGA software.

Results
SP dataset

We compiled 2852 individual records of the AMP
precursors (prepropeptides) from the NCBI nucleotide
database. After processing the genotypes that did not meet
the criteria, there were 2165 sequences left (1125 genotypes). These AMPs belonged to 14 amphibian families, 32
genera and 118 species. Frog families were not equally represented. Ranidae was the largest family, comprising 86%
of the total. A summary of the data is shown in table 1.
The SP region of AMP prepropeptides was defined
as the first 66 nucleotides in modern frogs (Neobatrachia). A few exceptions did not show the common Cys
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Table 1. Description of SP nucleotide sequences, families and
species.

Family

No. of
records

Alytidae
Bombinatoridae
Ceratophryidae
Dicroglossidae
Hylidae
Hyperoliidae
Leptodactylidae
Myobatrachidae
Pelodryadidae
Phyllomedusidae
Pipidae
Ranidae
Rhacophoridae

2
113
1
34
16
10
10
4
22
75
6
1864
9

Unique SP
sequences
(DNA)
2
85
1
26
16
10
9
4
20
72
6
1144
9

No. of
species
1
3
1
7
4
2
2
1
4
10
1
78
4

residue ending (see Materials and methods section). To
avoid information redundancy, we removed duplicated SP
sequences within species (but not among them), leaving
1368 sequences of 2165. This is not a clone correction
per se because each sequence is part of different complete
mRNAs.
Overall, sequence similarity remained high among
groups. However, if we consider genotypes differentiated by at least one or more nucleotides, and ignore
changes below 2% of the population, 1125 genotypes were
unique sequences. Nine hundred and ninety sequences
were species specific SPs and 135 of them were shared by
two or more species: 8.7% were shared by only two species,
1.2% by three species, 0.8% by four species and 0.6% by
six or more species.
According to the record descriptions of the NCBI, 90%
of sequences had a label that identified the type of mature
peptide and 10% had the generic description ‘mRNA
antimicrobial precursor’. Figure 1 shows an example of
the peptide diversity uploaded for the Ranidae family. In
total, 86 different peptide designations were found, but
only 30% belonged to well-established AMP families, taking König et al. (2015) as the reference. A first revision
of the peptide names revealed that many designations did
not follow the nomenclature proposed by Simmacoet al.
(1994). The lack of general agreement in the nomenclature, along with a number of peptides that have single
or few exemplars (orphan peptides), discouraged us from
analysing SPs according to the type of mature peptide.

Diversity description

Overall, the AMP SP was a conserved sequence. At the
nucleotide level, genetic variability remained relatively uniform across the sequence. The most variable sites belonged
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to two bases (52 and 53), near the C-terminal codon 17,
Simpson’s index >1.2 (figure 2). On the other hand, codons
35, 38, 41 and 50 were highly conserved amongst species.
They were all located in the middle region and the triplets
coded for hydrophobic residues.
The overall diversity measured by the Shannon–Wiener
(SW) index H was 6.383, with the standard error of 0.47. In
general, variability increased with increasing sample size
within each genus. Although they were correlated, it was
not always the case, where Amolops (n = 321), Odorrana
(n = 721), Rana (n = 226) and Bombina (n = 113) were
diverse groups that had SW indexes above four. However,
notable exceptions were Silvyrana (H = 3.9, n = 238)
and Babina (H = 3.5, n = 161). The SPs coming from
primitive taxons (Archaeobatrachia and Mesobatrachia)
were shorter, and although they carry the typical structure of a hydrophobic core and the semi-polar ending, the
nucleotide sequence was markedly different.
The AMOVA revealed high genetic variation within
genera (63.1%, Φ 0.36). There was an overlapping of the
sequences among genera resulting in low genetic differentiation between families (18.8%, Φ 0.22) and between
genera (18.1%, Φ 0.18). The randomization test showed
that within and between genus variances were significantly
different from expected (P>0.05). However, variation
between families was not statistically significant (P =
0.04). We applied DAPC in an attempt to summarize the
genetic differences among genera while overlooking the
variance within them. There were three main clusters (figure 3) according to the two first discriminant functions.
Archaeobatrachia genera such as Bombina and Alytes clustered with Myobatrachidae, Xenopus and Kassina. In the
top right quadrant, Pithecopus, Phyllomedusa, Agalychnis and Ranoidea clustered together. All the rest grouped
in the middle. Interestingly, the discriminant functions
showed that the polymorphisms that most differentiated
the SP genera were located in the first 24 bases (eight amino
acids).

SP alignment and consensuses

We performed the consensus for each family using the
available data by multiple alignments. Pipidae, Alytidae
and Bombinatoridae had distinctive SPs. The Pipidae
family, in particular exhibited the shortest SP sequence
encoding for 15 amino acids instead of the typical 22.
The translated signal revealed that Bombinatoridae had a
conserved serine in the middle of the sequence, an uncommon feature in any other family of our database. This
was an exception to the rule of having apolar residues
at the core. Another interesting feature of Archaeobatrachia was a SAYA motif in the C-terminal region
or a similar variation. This might indicate the presence of enzyme specific recognition by the peptidase
process.
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Figure 1. Peptide family diversity in Ranidae. The pie chart represents the relative abundance of mature peptides. Underlined AMPs
belong to frequent peptide families. Peptides that contributed <1% of the total were marked with an asterisk.
Consensus dendrogram by family

We built a dendrogram based on DNA alignments of
family consensus. The dendrogram is shown in figure 4
indicating that clusters at the superfamily level were consistent with the diversification found in phylogenetic studies
(Pyron and Wiens 2011). We observed that main divisions
were maintained: Archaeobatrachia, Mesobatrachia and
Neobatrachia. Inside Neobatrachia, all members of the
Ranoidea superfamily stayed together (squares in figure 4).
The Hyloidea family members (circles in figure 4) clustered with Myobatrachidae and Ranoidea. Representative
AMP signal sequences were described at the right of figure 4.

Discussion
Classical methods for skin peptide identification are
based on purification of complex frog secretions followed by sequencing methods, such as mass spectrometry and Edman degradation. The emergence of

high-throughput molecular technologies involving de novo
peptide sequencing through cDNA cloning, opened the
field to fast data acquisition and the generation of extensive databases. Some of these techniques rely on previous
knowledge of contiguous sequence, usually from the SP
region or 5 -UTR.
There are several databases available to search for AMP
information: Antimicrobial Peptide Database (APD)
(Wang and Wang 2004; Wang et al. 2016), AMPer
(Fjell et al. 2007), ANTIMI (Brahmachary et al. 2004)
and Collection of Anti-Microbial Peptides (CAMPR3),
among others. APD is the largest specific database on
AMP with more than 2884 peptides manually curated from
the literature (PubMed, PDB, Google and Swiss-Prot), of
which 1050 records are from amphibians. In general, most
of the information is based on peptides and there is not
a direct link to their DNA sequences. For raw data, the
NCBI nucleotide database or the original studies are the
main sources.
Most of the uploaded records belonged to Ranidae, the
diverse Anuran family known as true frogs. This result was
expected due to the wide distribution around the world,
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Figure 2. Nucleotide diversity of the SP sequences measured by the inverse of the Simpson index. Cut-off value for SNP detection
was set at 2%.

Figure 3. DAPC of frog genera. The axes represent the first (horizontal) and second (vertical) discriminant functions.
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Figure 4. Dendrogram of the SP sequence at the family level. The square indicates families included in the Ranoidea superfamily.
The circle indicates families included in the Hyloidea superfamily. Representative AMP signal sequences were provided next to the
branches.

comprising several genera and more than 600 species. It has
at least 13 different peptide families with limited structural
similarities and diverse properties (Conlon 2008). Another
abundant family is the South American Phyllomedusidae
(formerly Hylidae), a group that pioneered the search of
new bioactive peptides. Most families of modern frogs have
in general SPs with 22 amino acids long, a hydrophobic
core with a subtle polar end and typically one or two serines in the terminal region. This pattern belongs to the
old World or tropical regions. Geographically separated
families, such as the Australian Myobatrachidae, showed
patterns so distinctive that they were grouped near primitive frogs.
The most studied family in primitive frogs is
Bombinatoridae, whose products showed interesting biological activities (bombinins and bombinin H) in at least
three species (Simmaco et al. 2009). They are represented
by two patterns with some resemblance to SPs from Alytidae.
It is worth noting that many important families do not
have skin SPs in the database. An example is Bufonidae,
whose AMPs have been recovered from internal organs
(Park et al. 1996) and the skin (Gupta et al. 2017). The
authors who collected these secretions did not report
the prepropeptide DNA. Another example is a particular sequence derived from the South African frog Xenopus
laevis, a well-studied experimental model. Its skin has a
complex composition of secretion with tens of peptides
(Mechkarska et al. 2013). The SP is typically 20 aminoacid long, with the exception of magainins (18 amino-acid

long). All of them share a typical polar end, composed by
serine, threonine or asparagine before the last two or three
amino acids.
The SP region has sufficient variability to differentiate
between large groups, such as superfamily. At the family
class, the within group variation decreases noticeably and it
is very frequent that the same SP is shared between genera.
This observation is opposite to the great diversity seen in
the mature region of the gene. Since this region is the only
one that interacts with microorganisms, it is likely under
great selective pressure. It is not clear whether all AMPs
are homologous, but they have probably arisen by a process of loci replication and focal hypermutations, similar to
what is seen in venom peptides or toxins from other species
(Tang et al. 2010; König and Bininda-Emonds 2011).
The SP and the acidic region, on the other hand, seem
to have a relevant function inside the cell. They are more
conserved than the mature region and critical to the regulation of intracellular transportation. The variation pattern
observed in this study suggests that the physical chemical properties are more important than the sequence
per se. The cationic N-terminus and the hydrophobic core
are usually present. The hydrophobic portion was totally
missing in just a few exceptions, such as in brevinin and
temporin prepropeptides from Rana saharica, although
we do not know whether those SPs were completely
functional. Other exceptions were a few exemplars from
R. suchinae that apparently have lost their cationic amino
acids from the N-terminal part. The Kassina genus had
a shorter SP, although the sequence was similar to the
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Neobatrachia consensus in all its extension. On the other
hand, the AMPs from the Crinia genus native of Australia had a unique SP. It encoded for riparins, a series
of host defensins with neuropeptide, antioxidant and antiinflammatory effects (Olivera and Teichert 2007).
Nucleotides microdeletions (one to three sites) could be
detected through all the families. Given its regularity, we
hypothesize that this event does not alter the functionality.
It could be a regulation mechanism. However, we presume
that some of these deletions could have been experimental artefacts of the sequencing technique. At the nucleotide
level, four sites were remarkably conserved in SPs of almost
every species. Interestingly, they were located in the middle
of the SP and were part of hydrophobic codons, suggesting that a hydrophobic core is physiological important in
transport signalling, presumably for translocating the lipid
bilayer during synthesis. The first eight residues were one
of the most important sources of variation according to
the DAPC analysis. Although the specific function of this
subregion is largely unknown, other SPs, such as the one
from the Escherichia coli Autotransporter (EspP), has a
large N-terminal region that can influence the behaviour
of downstream events of translocation, such as glycosylation sites (Maselli et al. 2006).
Regarding the literature, the number of studies on AMP
identification has grown steadily over the last 10 years
parallel with technological advances. For each peptide
showing a possible useful effect, several others show little
or no effect and sometimes not even mentioned in the study
(i.e. direct submission to the database). Conversely, we
found published AMP sequences that were absent from the
nucleotide database. This is problematic since discarded
peptides could not be useful in the future, in special those
from endangered species, whose biodiversity is in danger.
We conclude that the physical properties of the sequence
are more important than the specific peptides in AMP SPs.
Since there is significant overlapping among related genera, differences in secretion from different peptide types
should be regulated by additional levels, such as posttranscriptional modifications or 5 -UTR sequences.
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